
Preparing Your Images for our Gallery 
You should keep your images small for two reasons: 

1. Website visitors’ browsers must download every file to view it on their screen, which means we 

would like to keep files small to achieve reasonable website gallery speed. 

2. Your images should be attractive for gallery viewers but not be of significant size and  sharpness 

for anyone wanting to “repurpose” (steal) them for another use. 

The gallery is set up to adjust the frame for any image you submit. To prevent easy downloading, we 

use a gallery that does not allow right-click download, but any image can be screen grabbed and 

saved (stolen) with an editing application. 

Format.  
All images should be provided as JPEG, or .jpg. We do have the capability of converting image 
formats, but your image will end up presented as .jpg. 

Dimensions 
Most of the images in this gallery are 960 pixels on the longest side, which provides a suitably sharp 
image for photo gallery viewing. No image should be larger than 1000 pixels on the longest side. 

You may use any range from 16 x 10 to square. 

You can use compression from 60 to 80 for your images. We compress all images a small amount 
while displaying them, which makes them load faster.  

Overall, no image should be larger than 400 KB, and most images you see in the gallery are 250 to 
350 KB in size. If your images have grain, some noise reduction can help reduce file size. 

Color space 
Use sRGB. This is the color space used by the web so it will render the best. 

Descriptive Text (telling a story) 
If you want do do a sequence using a text frame, use  .png for logos and icons (permits 
transparency). 

Identification 
You may embed your name and copyright © in any font onto your image. Please make it an 
insignificant part of the image. That is, for an image height of 960 pixels, a text height of 30-50 pixels 
is suitable. 

File Label 
Identify your file with your name, the botanical name of the plant and any optional information you 
want. Don’t exceed 200 characters in the filename as that becomes tedious for us. Use only English 
letters and numbers, and for separators, use underscores or hyphens. 

Captions Underneath the Images 
There are two lines possible. The first line should state the botanical name and if you want, the 
common name(s). Limit this to 100 characters. The second line can be longer, 200 characters of less. 

Submittal 
If you have a cloud file archiving resource such as dropbox, save your images there and provide us a 
link that allows downloading. To send by email, restrict the total email size to less than 10 MB – 
send with multiple emails if needed. You may email images to wckress@gmail.com  
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